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As easy as 1, 2, 3

We have all coded the line
i++;

meaning, take an integer 𝑖, and increase it by 1. It’s the simplest operation in the world, and
understood to be very fast. Now consider the underlying bits as we repeatedly increment 𝑖,
starting from 1.
1, 10, 11, 100, 101...

No big deal. But subtly, in the short list above, one of the increments takes a little bit longer
than the others. To go from 11 (3) to 100 (4), we actually flipped two bits, rather than one.
Of course two bits is no big deal. If we take the number 232 − 1, and add one;
1111111111111111111111111111111, 10000000000000000000000000000000, ...

we flip 32 bits!1 In general, in a 𝑘 bit number, we may need to flip 𝑘 bits. That’s odd. The
worst case performance of an increment is not uniform, and can be larger for large numbers.
Yet we all have coded i++ many times before and never really worried about this. Should
we be worried?
When we count from 1 to 𝑛, how many total bits are flipped? Clearly the first (least
significant) bit flips every time. The second bit flips every other time. The third bit flips
every four times, and the fourth bit flips every 8 times. In general, the 𝑘th bit flips every
2 𝑘−1 times. So the number of bits flips is
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So in the aggregate, an increment acts like a constant time operation. Over 𝑛 increments,
we spend 𝑂(𝑛) time. On average, each increment takes 𝑂(1) time. Unless we were
timing each increment individually, we wouldn’t notice the difference from a uniformly
1Of course, for modern computers, 32 bits is no big deal either. But that’s besides the point.
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constant running time. The technical term to express constant “average time” is to say that
incrementing takes 𝑂(1) amortized time.
In general, an operation takes 𝑇 amortized time if any sequence of 𝑛 invocations to the
operation takes 𝑛𝑇 total time. We can easily generalize this to multiple operations. Suppose
we have some data structure that has 𝑘 different operations op1 , . . . , op 𝑘 . Let 𝑇1 , . . . , 𝑇𝑘 be
𝑘 different values, one per operations. We say that each operation op𝑖 takes 𝑇𝑖 amortized
time if, for the total running time of any sequence of operations op𝑖1 , op𝑖2 , . . . , op𝑖 𝑛 is
𝑂(𝑡 𝑖1 + 𝑡 𝑖2 + · · · + 𝑡 𝑖 𝑛 ).
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Array Lists

We all know that an array is a sequence of entries 𝐴[1..𝑛] where each 𝐴[𝑖] can be accessed
in constant time. The entries 𝐴[1..𝑛] are literally arranged in consecutive slots in memory.
To retrieve 𝐴[𝑖], we really only need to know the location of 𝐴[1], and then add 𝑖 − 1
memory units2 to compute the location of 𝐴[𝑖]. We can then jump straight to the location
of 𝐴[𝑖] in memory.
The downside to this convenience is that, after allocating 𝐴[1..𝑛], it is hard to adjust 𝑛.
If we decide later to include an (𝑛 + 1)th element, there is no clear place to put it. One can
use pointers and start making a more involved data structure, but then we are giving up
the direct memory access that makes arrays so appealing. Alternatively, we could make a
new array 𝐵[1..𝑛 + 1] of size 𝑛 + 1, copy over the 𝑛 elements from 𝐴, and store the (𝑛 + 1)th
item in the (𝑛 + 1)th slot. But of course this takes 𝑂(𝑛) time to do the copying. What
happens on the (𝑛 + 2) item? Do we copy everything over again?
A slight modification of this last strategy is assumed by the ubiquitous ArrayList data
structure in Java and by lists in Python. When we want to add elements beyond the capacity
of 𝐴[1..𝑛], we allocate an array 𝐵[1..2𝑛] of twice the capacity, and copy the 𝑛 elements of 𝐴
over to the first 𝑛 slots of 𝐵. It seems like common sense to overallocate generously so that
we don’t have to copy as often. On the other hand, we certainly don’t have 𝑂(1) update
time. To justify this approach, we turn to amortized analysis.
Theorem 1. The array list supports constant time access to any element in the array, and takes
𝑂(1) amortized time per insertion.
Proof. Over 𝑘 insertions, the total time spent by the data structure is equal to 𝑂(𝑘) plus the
total time doubling and rebuilding the array. Thus the total time is
𝑂(𝑘) +
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So each insertion takes 𝑂(1) amortized time.
2For lack of a better word.
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2.1

The potential method

In amortized analysis, we only really care about the total running time over a sequence of
operations, and anyway to bound it is fine. For binary counters and array lists we were
able to directly bound the sum. But other times the analysis gets trickier and there are
some useful techniques that can help. One standard way that we will focus on is called
the potential method. The idea is to invent a potential function, Φ, that is a function of
the state of our data. The potential goes up and down and we pay for increase in the
amortized running time. This means that sometimes we also benefit from a decrease, and
can potentially offset large operations. Let us first illustrate the technique on the amortized
array lists above, and then explain the general method after.
Proof by potential method. We define a potential
Φ = # elements in the array that have never been copied .



If a call to append(𝑥 ) that does not invoke reallocation takes constant time and increases
the potential by 1. Thus we claim it takes
𝑂(1 + ΔΦ) = 𝑂(1) amortized time.
Now consider a call to append( 𝑥 ) that does reallocate, say, 𝑛 items. Then the reallocation
takes 𝑂(𝑛) time but the potential also decreases by 𝑛. We claim that the operation takes
𝑂(1) + 𝑂(𝑛 + ΔΦ) = 𝑂(1) + 𝑂(𝑛 − 𝑛) = 𝑂(1)
amortized time. Thus in either case, we claim that append takes 𝑂(1) amortized time.
Now suppose we have 𝑘 total insertions. For 𝑖 = 0, . . . , 𝑘, let Φ𝑖 be the value of Φ after 𝑘
insertions. Let 𝑡 𝑖 be the (real) time spent on the 𝑖th insertion, and let ΔΦ𝑖 = Φ𝑖 − Φ𝑖−1 be
the change in potential on the 𝑖th iteration. We have
𝑘
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Here (a) is because Φ0 = 0. (b) is because Φ is always nonnegative. Above we argued that
𝑡 𝑖 + Φ𝑖 ≤ 𝑂(1) for each 𝑖. Thus, after 𝑘 operations,
(total time) ≤
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as desired.

Let us now explain the potential method more generally. Suppose we make 𝑘 operations,
where the 𝑖th operation takes 𝑡 𝑖 (real) time and increases the potential by ΔΦ𝑖 . We have
Φ0 +
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(𝑡 𝑖 + ΔΦ𝑖 ) = (total time) + Φ0 +
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!
ΔΦ𝑖 = (total time) + Φ 𝑘 .

Suppose we can show an upper bound 𝛼 on 𝑡 𝑖 + ΔΦ𝑖 for all 𝑖. Then we would have
(total time) =

𝑘
Õ

(𝑡 𝑖 + ΔΦ𝑖 ) + Φ0 − Φ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑘𝛼 + Φ0 .

𝑖=1

(Here we assume that Φ is nonnegative, without loss of generality.) Thus we can say that,
after an initial cost of Φ0 amortized time, each operation takes 𝑎 amortized time. In the
array list above, we have Φ0 = 0 and 𝛼 = 𝑂(1), giving us constant amortized time (with no
initial amortized cost).
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Lazy search trees

The reader is also likely familiar with binary search trees. The idea is that we want to
maintain a collection of ordered keys under insertions and deletions. Other auxiliary
operations of interest include (a) retrieving the first key that comes before or after a query,
(b) aggregate (e.g., sum) the values associated with all keys 𝑘 in the range 𝑎 < 𝑘 < 𝑏,
for given points 𝑎 and 𝑏, and (c) list all the keys 𝑘 in the range 𝑎 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑏, in order. We
will assume the keys are distinct for simplicity though it is easy to adjust the ideas to
accommodate duplicate keys.
Binary search trees arrange the data in a rooted tree. Each node contains one key and
each key belongs to one node. For each subtree we maintain the following simple rule. Let
𝑘 be the key at the root of the tree. Any key in the subtree that is < 𝑘 is placed in the left
subtree. Any key in the subtree that is > 𝑘 is placed in the right subtree. This rule makes it
easy to navigate the tree. Suppose we are looking for a particular key 𝑘. If the root contains
𝑘, then we are done. Otherwise we compare 𝑘 to the key at the root and recurse on the left
or right subtree appropriately.
It is easy to insert keys while maintaining the invariant. We search for the key would
be, if it were in the tree. At the end we will find that the recursion takes us to an empty
subtree that signals the key is not there. We place the key there as a leaf.
For both search and insertion, the worst case time to traverse a tree is entirely proportional
to the height of the tree. Ideally, a tree would be balanced, where for each node, each subtree
contains at most half of all the descendants. Given any static
 set of keys, it is easy to build
a perfectly balanced binary search tree with height 𝑂 log 𝑛 . But when the set of keys are
changing, it is easy to insert keys in an order that leads to a completely unbalanced tree.
Thus considerable attention is paid to maintaining a binary tree. Many ingenious schemes
have been invented to achieve this. Red-black trees are one such data structure included in
many data structure classes. Splay trees are another ingenious data structure that we will
study later. Instead we will pursue a very simple and lazy approach that heavily leverages
amortized analysis.
We start from the standard (unbalanced) binary search tree. For each node, we also
keep track of the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at that node. In particular, for
each node, we are always aware of the difference in size of the two subtrees. Whenever we
notice that, for some node 𝑛, one tree is more unbalanced than the other, we rebuild the
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insert(node 𝑣 , key 𝑘 )
// insert 𝑘 as usual
1. if 𝑣.key < 𝑘
A. recurse on the left subtree
2. else recurse on the right subtree
// rebalance if needed
3. if one subtree of 𝑣 has at least twice as many nodes as the other
A. rebuild the entire subtree rooted at 𝑣

Lemma 3.1. The tree always has height 𝑂 log 𝑛



Proof. At any point in time, the number of nodes in one subtree is at most 2/3
 the number
of nodes in the parent subtree. Thus there are at most log3/2 (𝑛) = 𝑂 log 𝑛 levels in the
tree.

Theorem
 2. With lazy rebalancing, one can maintain a binary search tree of height 𝑂 log 𝑛 in
𝑂 log 𝑛 amortized time per insertion.



Proof. For each node 𝑣 in the tree, we define a potential Φ𝑣 to be the absolute difference in
size between its two subtrees. We define a global potential Φ to be the sum of the individual
potentials,
Φ=

Õ

Φ𝑣 .

𝑣

Initially, Φ = 0.
Claim 1. The part of insertion that comes before rebuilding 𝑂 log 𝑛 amortized time.



Because the tree has height 𝑂 log 𝑛 , it takes 𝑂 log 𝑛 time to find the right leaf to
 place
the key. The insertion increases the potential by at most 1 for each of the 𝑂 log 𝑛 nodes
on the root to leaf paths.





Claim 2. Rebuilding at an imbalanced node 𝑣 takes 𝑂(1) amortized time.
Suppose 𝑣 had 𝑘 nodes. Then at 𝑣 potential must have been at least 𝑘/3. Rebalancing takes
𝑂(𝑘) time and decreases the potential at 𝑣 to 0, so the decrease in potential offsets the time
spent to do the rebuilding.

Summing the two claims gives 𝑂 log 𝑛 amortized time overall.


3.1

Lazy deletions

Suppose now we wanted to support deletions. Here it is not entirely obvious what to do in
a regular binary search tree. If we simply remove a node from the tree, unless it is a leaf, it
creates a home, and we have to scramble to fill it with some other node. Here we will take
a lazier alternative. We simply mark the node as deleted, and adjust the search routine to
bypass keys that are marked for deletion.
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lazy-delete(𝑣 , 𝑘 )
1. If 𝑣 ’s key equals 𝑘
A. mark 𝑣 for deletion
2. Else recurse appropriately on the left or right subtree of 𝑣
3. If 𝑣 is the root and at least half the nodes in the entire tree are marked
for deletion.
A. Rebuild the entire tree.

Lemma 3.2. At any point in time, less than half the nodes in the tree are marked for deletion.
Lemma 3.3. At any point in time, the tree has size 𝑂 log 𝑛 , where 𝑛 refers to the number of keys
that have not been deleted.



Proof. By the same argument as above, the tree has height logarithmic in the total number
of nodes (marked or unmarked). But the total number of nodes is within a constant factor
of the total number of unmarked vertices.

Theorem
and lazy deletions maintains a binary search tree with height
 3. Lazy rebalancing

𝑂 log 𝑛 in 𝑂 log 𝑛 amortized time per insertion or deletion.
Proof. In addition to the potential functions {Φ𝑣 : 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 } and Φ = 𝑣 Φ𝑣 , we introduce
another potential function Φ that
 counts the total number of vertices marked for deletion.
Each insertion takes 𝑂 log
 𝑛 amortized time by the same argument as before. Each
deletionfirst takes 𝑂 log 𝑛 time to find the key to mark for deletion (because the height is
𝑂 log 𝑛 ), and then increases Φ by 1. When we rebuild on account of deletions, Φ is at
least 𝑚/2, where 𝑚 is the total number of nodes in the tree. The rebuild takes 𝑂(𝑚) time
and decreases Φ to 0. Thus the decrease in potential pays for the rebuild.


Í

Remark 3.1. To support other tree operations, it is sometimes preferable to ensure that in
every subtree, at most half the nodes are marked for deletion. To this end, we can keep a
count of the number of nodes marked for deletion for every
 subtree, rebuilding whenever
it represents half the subtree. This will still have 𝑂 log 𝑛 amortized time.
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Immutable data structures

In purely functional programming languages such as Haskell3, all data is required to be
immutable. Immutability is a fancy name for one simple rule: once something is written
down, it can never be changed. This might seem restrictive, but assuming immutability can
greatly simplify the reasoning in your programs. If you hand off the data to some function,
you are promised that the function won’t mess with your data. This is especially helpful
in concurrent programming, when it is otherwise hard to keep track of all the changes
made by other threads. Immutability also allows the compiler to be more aggressive when
producing optimized lower level code.
3 http://learnyouahaskell.com/chapters - have fun!
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A (singly) linked list is inherently immutable. A linked list consists of nodes, each of
which contain two pointers. One pointer is to the next node in the list, or null if it is the
end of a list. The other pointer is to some piece of data that we would want to associate
with the node. In lisp, a node is called a cons cell, the pointer to the data is called the car,
and the pointer to the next cons is called the cdr.
cons

cons

<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">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</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>

cons

<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">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</latexit>

cdr
<latexit sha1_base64="5Pu5gwatnFLrxlcY6Jn88u4fNFc=">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</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">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</latexit>

cdr
<latexit sha1_base64="5Pu5gwatnFLrxlcY6Jn88u4fNFc=">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</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iJaTt6SF7nZWEV86vfMXZtaDpxo=">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</latexit>

···

To insert (push / cons) an element 𝑥 to the beginning of a linked list, we create a new
node that points to 𝑥 and to the first node in the list. Henceforth the new node is treated
at the beginning of the list. Observe that no changes were made in the existing list. In
particular, any other pointers to the top of the list will not notice any changes.
Likewise we can immutably remove (pop) elements from the beginning of a linked list.
Given a pointer to the beginning of a list, we just follow the pointer to the second element
in the list, and use that as the top of the pointer to the list. Note that we didn’t make any
change to the data structure from an external point of view. We simply updated our own
reference to the data structure so that the data structure is changed only from our own
perspective.
Immutability means that when we want to change a small part of an object, we instead
have to make an entire copy of that object that incorporates the small small change. This
might seem wasteful. But often it is not so burdensome in many object-oriented systems
that then do be composed of individually small objects with pointers to many others.
Suppose we want to update an object that has some links to other objects. When we make
a new version of that copy, we don’t have to follow the links and recursively copy those
objects as well. We simply copy over the pointers to the objects in the new version.
As a concrete example, consider the lazy search trees in Section ??. They can easily be
made mutable. The primary difference is that, when we insert a key at the bottom, we
have to rebuild the nodes along the path from the root to the leaf. Note that we don’t have
to rebuild the subtrees hanging off the paths along the way. (Unless the algorithm calls
for us to rebuild the entire tree, which we account for separately.) Fortunately
for us, the

lazy search
 trees ensure that the height of the tree is at most 𝑂 log 𝑛 . So we only create
𝑂 log 𝑛 nodes. Each node is constant size, so this all takes 𝑂 log 𝑛 time.
A free benefit of immutable data structures is that you automatically produce snapshots
of all previous states of the data structure. That is, we get an “undo” operation for free simply replace the current pointer to the data structure with the previous pointer to the
previous version of the data structure.

4.1

Stacks and Queues

Recall that a stack is a data structure that allows us to insert and delete items strictly in
first-in-last-out order. Namely, there are two operations, push and pop. push inserts an
object. pop removes the most recently push’d object that had not yet been popped. Imagine
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a stack of plates. The linked list discussed above gives an immutable implementation of a
stack. What about a queue? A queue inserts and removes objects in first-in-first-out order.
A singly linked-list will not suffice because we are inserting and deleting from opposite
ends of a list. In fact it seems difficult to achieve constant (worst-case) update time. But we
will relax our requirements and allow for constant amortized update time. We challenge
the reader to try to figure how to implement an immutable queue with 𝑂(1) update time
before proceeding below the fold.

It turns out that there is a clever way to achieve this, using only stacks (which are
already immutable). Here are the ingredients.
1. Maintain two (immutable) stacks, called the insert and output stacks.
2. Insert into the input stack.
3. Remove from the output stack.
4. If the output stack is empty, then replace the output stack with the input stack
reversed, and make the input stack empty.
Theorem 4. The two-stack queue implements insertion and deletion in 𝑂(1) amortized time.
Proof. We maintain a potential function Φ equal to the number of elements in the input
stack. Each insertion takes 𝑂(1) (real) time and then increases the potential by 1, so it
takes 𝑂(1) amortized time. Each deletion, excluding the part where we rebuild the output
stack, takes 𝑂(1) real time. Rebuilding the list takes 𝑂(Φ) time, where Φ is the number of
elements in the input stack. Meanwhile the potential Φ decreases to 0.

If we allow for amortized running time, then many data structures can be made
immutable while retaining the same asymptotic performance. We refer the reader to [2] for
many more examples.
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